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In this paper, we study some properties of parametrizations of elliptic curves
by Shimura curves. Fix a square-free positive integer N and an isogeny class E of
elliptic curves of conductor N defined over Q. Consider a pair (D, M ) such that
N=DM and the number of prime factors of D is even. Let J be the Jacobian of
Shimura curve X D0 (M ) associated with an Eichler order of level M in an indefinite
quaternion albebra of discriminant D defined over Q. There is a unique E in E and
a homomorphism J  E having the connected kernel. For a prime r | N, we study
the map on groups of connected components of Ne ron fibers at r induced from
J  E. We show that if r divides D, then the map is surjective. Moreover, we
study some relations among degrees of parametrizations X D0 (M)  E when D
and M vary. Also, we describe a method of computing the degree of X D0 (M )  E
when D>1.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Fix a square-free positive integer N. The Shimura curve X D0 (M ) is
defined analogously to the classical modular curve X0(N) for each pair
(D, M ) such that N=DM and the number of prime factors of D is even.
Fix an indefinite quaternion algebra B of discriminant D defined over Q
and an Eichler order O of level M in B. As an analogue of 10(N ), we define
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1D0 (M ) to be the group of norm-1 units in O. Then, since B is indefinite,
via an isomorphism between BQ R and the 2_2 matrix algebra over R,
1D0 (M ) is regarded as a discrete subgroup of SL(2, R) which acts on the
complex upper half plane. Then, X D0 (M ) is defined in a way similar to the
way X0(N ) is defined. The Shimura curve X 10(N ) is X0(N ) and we omit 1
from our notation. Now fix an isogeny class E of semistable elliptic curves
of conductor N defined over Q. By works of Wiles [18] and Taylor and
Wiles [17], there is a parametrization ?: X0(N )  E for any E in E. We
choose a parametrization ?: X0(N)  E such that ? induces a surjective
homomorphism !: J0(N )  E whose kernel is connected. Such a homo-
morphism is unique up to multiplication by \1 on E and is called an
optimal quotient. Let J=J D0 (M ) be the Jacobian of X
D
0 (M ). The Jacquet
and Langlands correspondence [8] together with the techniques of Ribet
[12] or the general theorem of Faltings [6] implies the existence of a
homomorphism
!: J  E
with E in E having the connected kernel. (This E generally differs from E
in the optimal quotient J0(N )  E.) Again, such a homomorphism is
unique up to multiplication by \1 on E and is called an optimal quotient.
It is important to notice that E depends on a pair (D, M). ! induces the
map !
*
: 8r(J )  8r(E) on groups of connected components of Ne ron
fibers at r. We show that the map !
*
is surjective if r divides D. On the
other hand, as shown in [15], the map restricted to the l-primary part of
8r(J ) is the 0-map if r divides M and the Gal(Q Q)-module E[l] is
irreducible. (Note that in this paper, r and l always denote prime
numbers.)
As an application of those properties of !
*
, we prove a formula
anticipated by Bertolini and Darmon [1] which gives an explicit relation
between degrees of parametrizations of elliptic curves by modular curves
and Shimura curves. This formula is described as follows. The condition
that ! has the connected kernel is equivalent to the dual map
!6: E  J
being injective. The composite ! b !6 # End E is multiplication by an
integer. We define $=$D(M ) # Z as this integer. The integer $D(M ) is the
degree of X D0 (M )  E. Now, suppose that E contains a unique element E.
Consider degrees $(N ) and $D(M) of optimal quotients J0(N)  E and
JD0 (M)  E. Moreover, let cr be the number of connected components of
the fiber at r of the Ne ron model of E (i.e., cr=ordr(2) where 2 is the min-
imal discriminant of E as described, for example, in [16, Section 15 of
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Appendix C]). In [1, Section 5], Bertolini and Darmon showed that the
Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture implies
$(N )
$D(M )
= ‘
r | D
cr in Q*Q*2
using their p-adic analogue of the GrossZagier formula. Furthermore,
they raised the possibility that this formula might be valid as an equality
of rational numbers; i.e.,
$(N)
$D(M)
= ‘
r | D
cr . (V)
They are interested in this question since (V) implies an analogue of the
MazurTateTeitelbaum conjecture in the anticyclotomic setting. Ribet
and Takahashi [15] proved (V) when M is not a prime. In this paper, we
present a proof of (V) which works for any D and M.
Before further describing ideas and techniques used in [15] and this
paper, some generalities concerned with abelian varieties are reviewed. If A
is an abelian variety over Q and r is a prime, let 8r(A) be the group of
connected components of the fiber at r of the Ne ron model of A. This
group is a finite e tale group scheme over Spec Fr , i.e., a finite abelian group
furnished with a canonical action of Gal(F rFr). The association A [
8r(A) is functorial. Next, let T be the toric part of the fiber at r of the
Ne ron model of A and write Xr(A) for the character group HomF r(T, Gm).
Thus Xr(A) is a free abelian group which is furnished with compatible
actions of Gal(F rFr) and EndQ A. Now suppose A has semistable reduction
at r and A is canonically self-dual (e.g., if A is the Jacobian of a curve).
Then, there is a canonical bilinear pairing called the monodromy pairing
uA : Xr(A)_Xr(A)  Z
which was introduced by Grothendieck [7, Theorem 10.4]. The following
is Theorem 11.5 in [7], which describes a relation between 8r(A)
and Xr(A).
Proposition 1.1. There is a natural exact sequence
0  Xr(A) w
:
Hom(Xr(A), Z)  8r(A)  0
in which : is obtained from uA by the standard formula (:(x))( y)=uA(x, y).
In our study, we consider the character group Xr(J ) (which is a free
abelian group of finite rank by general considerations). This group also has
the action of the Hecke algebra T which is functorially induced from the
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action of T on J. Thus, Xr(J ) should be considered as a T-module equipped
with the pairing uJ . The T-module structure of Xr(J ) is concretely
describable in terms of the arithmetic of an appropriate definite quaternion
algebra (for example, see [13]). To understand this paper, it is not
necessary for the reader to be familiar with this description of the T-module
Xr(J ). However, it is important to know some relations among T-modules
Xr(J )’s for various (D, M )’s. These relations are stated in Proposition 3.1
and in the proof of Theorem 3.8 in Section 3. To show the surjectivity of
the map !
*
: 8r(J)  8r(E ), we describe the order of the image of the map
!
*
in terms of some quantities associated with Xr(J ). The possibility of such
a description is hinted at in Proposition 1.1. Combining this description
with a result of Bertolini-Darmon [2], we show that if r divides D, then
the map is surjective. Now, to see a relation between $ and Xr(J), consider
maps
!*: Xr(E )  Xr(J )
and
!
*
: Xr(J )  Xr(E ),
which are induced from maps !: J  E and !6: E  J. !
*
b !* is multiplica-
tion by $, since it is induced by the endomorphism ‘‘multiplication by $ ’’
of E. This allows us to describe $ in terms of certain quantities associated
with the T-module Xr(J) and the map !*.
The rest of this paper may be outlined as follows. Section 2 deals with
some properties of maps on groups of connected components as well as the
description of $ mentioned above. Also, an observation is made regarding
a relation between the order of the cokernel of the map !
*
: 8r(J )  8r(E )
and the level-lowering theorem (see Theorem 1.1 in [13]). Then, in
Section 3, using relations among T-modules Xr(J )’s for various (D, M )’s
alluded to above, we compare $ ’s for various (D, M)’s; in particular, we
derive the BertoliniDarmon formula (V). Moreover, our description of $
allows us to compute it in the setting of linear algebra, when D>1. This
computational aspect is explained in Section 4.
2. FIXED (D, M )
As stated in the introduction, fix a square-free positive integer N and an
isogeny class E of semistable elliptic curves of conductor N defined over Q.
Consider a pair (D, M ) such that N=DM and the number of prime factors
of D is even. Let J=J D0 (M ) be the Jacobian of the Shimura curve X
D
0 (M ).
Consider an optimal quotient !: J  E and its dual !6: E  J, where E is
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in E. The composite ! b !6 # End E is multiplication by an integer. The
degree $=$D(M) # Z is defined as this integer. We introduce some
quantities necessary to describe $. For a prime r | N, ! induces the map
!
*
: 8r(J )  8r(E )
on groups of connected components of Ne ron fibers at r. Define integers
cr , ir , and jr as
cr =
def *8r(E ), ir =
def *image(!
*
), and jr =
def *coker(!
*
),
where image(!
*
) and coker(!
*
) denote the image and the cokernel of the
map !
*
, respectively. Let f be the weight-2 cusp form associated with the
isogeny class E. Define the f-isotypical component Lr(J ) of the character
group Xr(J ) as
Lr(J ) =
def [x # Xr(J ) : Tn x=an( f )x for all n prime to N ],
where Tn is the n th Hecke operator and an( f ) is the nth Fourier coefficient
of f. Lr(J ) is a free Z-module of rank one. Let gr be a generator of Lr(J )
and define a number hr as
hr =
def uJ (gr , gr),
where uJ is the monodromy pairing on Xr(J ). The quantities $, cr , ir , jr ,
and hr all depend on a pair (D, M). In this section, a pair (D, M ) is fixed
and $ is described in terms of cr , ir , jr , and hr . Furthermore, we study
some properties of jr which depend on whether r divides D or M. In
Section 3, we investigate the behavior of $, cr , ir , jr , and hr when (D, M )
varies. There we explicitly mention for which (D, M) we are talking about
these quantities.
The map !: J  E induces by pullback an injective map !*: Xr(E)/
Xr(J ). The image of !* lies in Lr(J), since Tn acts on Xr(E ) as multiplica-
tion by an( f ). The dual of ! similarly induces a homomorphism !*: Xr(J )
 Xr(E ). Because of the assumption that !: J  E is an optimal quotient,
the map !6: E  J is injective. One deduces from this the surjectivity of the
map !
*
. The two homomorphisms are adjoint with respect to the
monodromy pairings:
uJ (!*x, y)=uE (x, !*y) for all x # Xr(E), y # Xr(J ).
This follows from the description of monodromy pairings in [7]. The
following lemma was proved in [15] as Proposition 2.
Lemma 2.1. We have jr=(Lr(J): !*Xr(E )).
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Proof. Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows
0 ww Xr(J ) ww Hom(Xr(J ), Z) ww 8r(J) ww 0
!* Hom(!*, Z) !*
0 ww Xr(E ) ww Hom(Xr(E ), Z) ww 8r(E) ww 0
where the map Hom(!*, Z) is induced from the injective map !*: Xr(E )
 Xr(J ). The exactness of the rows is guaranteed by Proposition 1.1.
Because the left-hand !
*
in the above diagram is surjective, the cokernels
of Hom(!*, Z) and the right-hand !
*
may be identified. It is clear that the
order of coker(Hom(!*, Z)) coincides with the order of the torsion sub-
group of coker(!*: Xr(E )  Xr(J )). Since Xr(J )Lr(J) is torsion free by the
definition of Lr(J ), this order is (Lr(J): !*Xr(E )). Thus, we obtain the
formula. K
Choose a generator xr of Xr(E ) such that !*(xr)= jr } gr . By Proposi-
tion 1.1, we have cr=uE (xr , xr). The following lemma is used in various
places in this paper.
Lemma 2.2. ir generates the ideal Ir =
def [uJ (gr , y) | y # Xr(J )].
Proof. For a y in Xr(J ), let !*( y)=m } xr . Then we have
m } cr=m } uE (xr , xr)=uE (xr , m } xr)=uE (xr , !*( y))
=uJ (!*(xr), y)=uJ ( jr } gr , y)= jr } uJ (gr , y).
Since jr=crir , we obtain uJ (gr , y) is m } ir ; i.e., every uJ (gr , y) is a multi-
ple of ir . On the other hand, since !* is surjective, there is a y in Xr(J ) such
that !
*
( y)=xr and hence such that uJ (gr , y)=ir . Thus ir generates the
ideal Ir . K
The formula describing the degree $ in the following theorem basically
appears in the proof of Theorem 2 of [15].
Theorem 2.3. ir divides hr , and
$=
hr
ir
} jr .
In particular, jr divides $.
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Proof. By Lemma 2.2 and the definition of hr , ir divides hr . Notice that
!
*
b !* is multiplication by $ on Xr(E ), as mentioned in Section 1. We have
$ } cr=$ } uE (xr , xr)=uE (xr , $ } xr)=uE (xr , !*(!*xr))
=uJ (!*xr , !*xr)=uJ ( jr } gr , jr } gr)= j2r } hr .
Since jr=crir , we obtain $=(hr ir) } jr . K
The divisibility of $ by jr also follows from the fact that the composition
!
*
b !* is multiplication by $ on 8r(E ), where !* and !* are maps on
groups of connected components of fibers at r of Ne ron models induced
from !: J  E and !6: E  J.
The results stated so far are true for any prime r dividing N. Next we
would like to study some properties of the map 8r(J )  8r(E ) which
depend on whether r divides D or M. When r divides D, we have the
following theorem:
Theorem 2.4. For r | D, we have jr=1; i.e., the map 8r(J )  8r(E ) is
surjective.
This is a consequence of the following proposition due to Bertolini and
Darmon [2] together with Lemma 2.2.
Proposition 2.5. For r | D, cr generates the ideal [uJ (gr , y) | y # Xr(J )].
Proof. This is a restatement of Corollary 4.2 of [2] when E has a split
multiplicative reduction at r. When E has a nonsplit multiplicative reduc-
tion at r, this follows by considering the work in [2] over the unramified
quadratic extension of Qp . K
Theorem 2.3 is simplified as follows:
Corollary 2.6. For r | D, we have $=hr cr .
In the case that r divides M, we have the following theorem, which
appears in the proof of Proposition 3 of [15].
Theorem 2.7. For r | M and l such that the Gal(Q Q)-module E[l] is
irreducible, we have ordl( jr)=ordl(cr); i.e., the map 8r(J )  8r(E )
restricted to the l-primary part of 8r(J ) is the 0-map.
As stated above, jr is equal to 1 if r divides D. On the other hand, jr for
r dividing M is more subtle. For example, for l dividing cr , if the
Gal(Q Q)-module E[l] is reducible, then l could divide either ir or jr (it
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could divide both). It would be interesting to know more about jr . We
make some observations when D=1. In the rest of this section, let p be a
prime dividing N. When N= p, we have the following proposition due to
Mestre and Oesterle [11].
Proposition 2.8. When N= p, we have jp=1.
The proof depends on the fact that there is no weight-2 cusp form of
level 1. Thus it is reasonable to ask whether the following generalization of
the proposition is true or not.
Statement 2.9. Suppose that there is no weight-2 cusp form of level
Np. Then jp=1.
More generally, we might ask whether the following statement is true
or not.
Statement 2.10. Let f be the weight-2 cusp form associated with the
isogeny class E. Then, we have
l | jp  there exists a weight-2 cusp form g of level Np
such that f#g mod l.
If the Gal(Q Q)-module E[l] is irreducible, then Statement 2.10 is just
a special case of the level-lowering theorem (see Theorem 1.1 in [13]).
However, if the Gal(Q Q)-module E[l] is reducible, the situation is more
subtle. During a conversation with Ribet, the O -direction of Statement 2.10
was proved in the case that l{ p and p1 mod l. The proof is a slight
modification of the proof of Mazur’s principle (see [14] and [13]). The
general case, including generalizations of the above statements for modular
abelian varieties, is currently under investigation. See remarks at the end of
Section 4 for some numerical evidence for Statements 2.9 and 2.10.
3. VARYING (D, M )
In this section, we study the behavior of $, cr , ir , jr , gr , and hr when
(D, M ) varies.
3.1. Comparing J d0( pqm) and J
dpq
0 (m)
In this section, we consider a decomposition N=dpqm where p and q are
primes and the number of prime factors of d is even. Let J=J d0( pqm) and
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J$=J dpq0 (m). Consider optimal quotients J  E and J$  E$. We use
$, cr , ir , jr , gr , and hr for J  E and $$, c$r , i $r , j $r , g$r , and h$r for J$  E$. We
study some relations among these quantities. As a consequence, we prove
the BertoliniDarmon formula.
The next proposition is one of the main ideas needed to prove the
level-lowering theorem in [13]. This is again crucial in our study.
Proposition 3.1. There is a canonical exact sequence
0  Xp(J$) w
@
Xq(J)  Xq(J")_Xq(J")  0,
where J"=J d0(qm). The sequence is compatible with the action of Hecke
operators Tn for n prime to N which operate in the usual way on J, J$, and
J". Moreover, the map @ is compatible with the monodromy pairings on
Xp(J$) and Xq(J ) in the sense that uJ$(x, y)=uJ (@x, @y) for all x, y # Xp(J$).
When D=1, the proposition was proved in [13] (see especially [13,
Theorem 4.1].) The case D>1 can be handled in an analogous way, using
Buzzard’s analogue [3] of the DeligneRapoport theorem [5]. This theme
is explored in the work of Jordan and Livne [9] and Yang [19].
Applying this proposition with results in the previous section, we obtain
the following theorem, which sharpens Theorems 1 and 2 in [15].
Theorem 3.2. We have
(a) hq=h$p ,
(b) iq | i $p (=c$p), and
(c) $$$=(c$p iq) } jq . In particular, $$ divides $.
Proof. First recognize
Lp(J$) [
@
Lq(J ),
since the eigenvalues for both eigenspaces are the Fourier coefficients of f
and Xq(J")_Xq(J") is torsion free. Thus, we have
@g$p= gq .
Since @ preserves the monodromy pairings, (a) follows. Next, by
Lemma 2.2, iq generates Iq =
def [uJ (gq , y) | y # Xq(J )], and i $p generates I$p =
def
[uJ$(g$p , y$) | y$ # Xp(J$)]. Since @ preserves the monodromy pairings, I$p Iq
Z, and hence (b) follows. Finally, by Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.6, we
have $=(hqiq) } jq and $$=(h$p c$p). Thus, (c) follows from (a) and (b). K
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The left-hand side of (c) is invariant with respect to switching p and q.
Thus, we have the following identity.
Corollary 3.3. We have (c$piq) } jq=(c$qip) } jp ; equivalently, jp=(c$p iq)
} - (cpcq)(c$p c$q).
Hence, (c) is also formulated as follows:
Corollary 3.4. We have $$$= jp } jq } - (c$pc$q)(cpcq).
A novelty of this formulation is that both sides of the equation are
symmetric with respect to p and q. However, the rational number
- (c$pc$q)(cpcq) is not well understood except for the fact that the
numerator and denominator of - (c$pc$q)(cp cq) are both divisors of the
minimal degree of the isogeny between E and E$. (The last fact is true for
any two elliptic curves in the isogeny class E. They do not have to be
optimal.) When N= pq<1000, numerically, the number - (c$pc$q)(cpcq) is 1.
For this, see the first remark at the end of Section 4.
Now, suppose that E contains a unique element (equivalently, the
Gal(Q Q)-module E[l] is irreducible for all l). Then, - (c$pc$q)(cpcq) is
obviously 1. Moreover, by Theorem 2.7, jp=cp and jq=cq . Thus, we
obtain the following simple formula:
$$$=cp } cq .
Applying this formula inductively, we obtain the BertoliniDarmon
formula (V) in Section 1.
Corollary 3.5. Suppose that E contains a unique element. Then,
we have
$(N)
$D(M)
= ‘
r | D
cr .
This formula is also stated as follows:
Corollary 3.6. Suppose E contains a unique element. Let cM be the
product of cr over r dividing M. Then, cM divides $D(M ) and $D(M )cM is
independent of (D, M ).
When the number of prime factors of N is odd, the divisibility of $D(M )
by cM follows since cr (= jr) divides $Nr(r) for any r | N by Theorem 2.3.
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3.2. Varying r in J dr0 (mr) and J
(dr)
0 (rm)
Let N=dm where the number of prime factors of d is odd. First, assume
m{1 and for r | m, consider the optimal quotient J dr0 (mr)  E
dr(mr). The
following is a consequence of Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.7. The integers hdrr (mr) and $
dr(mr) } cdrr (mr) are invariant
with respect to varying r | m.
Proof. Since the number of prime factors of d is odd, let d=d $s for a
prime s and consider the optimal quotient J d $0 (sm)  E
d $(sm). Then,
substituting d $, r, s, mr for d, p, q, m in Theorem 3.2(a), we obtain hd $s (sm)
=hd $s (rs(mr))=h
d $rs
r (mr)=h
dr
r (mr). Thus, h
dr
r (mr) is invariant with
respect to varying r | m since hd $s (sm) is. The invariance of $
dr(mr) } cdrr (mr)
is similarly handled using Theorem 3.2(c). K
It is unclear whether or not we can say something interesting about
idrr (mr) with respect to varying r.
Next, for r | d, we consider the optimal quotient J (dr)0 (rm)  E
(dr)(rm). In
this case, we also can conclude the invariance of i (dr)r (rm).
Theorem 3.8. The integers h (dr)r (rm), i
(dr)
r (rm), and $
(dr)(rm)j (dr)r (rm)
are invariant with respect to varying r | d.
Proof. By Theorem 4.7 in [3], Xr(J (dr)0 (rm)) is canonically isomorphic
to the group of degree-0 divisors on the set of isomorphism classes of
locally free rank-1 right modules over the Eichler order of level m in the
definite quarternion algebra of discriminant d. The isomorphism is com-
patible with the action of Hecke operators Tn , for n prime to N as well as
with the monodromy pairings. Obviously, this description of Xr(J (dr)0 (rm))
is independent of r | d. Thus, the theorem follows from Lemma 2.2 and
Theorem 2.3. K
Finally, let N=dpqm where p and q are primes and the number of prime
factors of d is odd. (Here d and m are different from the previous d and m.)
Consider the optimal quotient J dp0 (qm)  E
dp(qm). In this context, the
above two theorems are restated as follows:
Corollary 3.9. The integers hdpp (qm) and $
dp(qm) } cdpp (qm) are invariant
with respect to switching p and q.
Proof. This is obtained by substituting d and pqm for d and m in
Theorem 3.7. K
Corollary 3.10. The integers hdpq (qm), i
dp
q (m), and $
dp(qm)jdpq (qm) are
invariant with respect to switching p and q.
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Proof. This is obtained by substituting dpq and m for d and m in
Theorem 3.8. K
Moreover, combining the above two corollaries, we obtain the following
identity:
Corollary 3.11. We have cdpp (qm) } c
dp
q (qm)=c
dq
p ( pm) } c
dq
q ( pm).
4. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS AND EXAMPLES
Methods for computing $(N ) have been studied by Zagier [20] and
Cremona [4]. Their methods do not seem to be generalized when D>1,
since the Shimura curve X D0 (M ) does not have cusps. However, the results
in Section 2 can be used to compute $ in this case. As mentioned in the
Introduction, the T-module Xr(J ) with the monodromy pairing uJ is con-
cretely describable in terms of the arithmetic of an appropriate definite
quaternion algebra. This allows us to compute hr and, by Lemma 2.2, ir in
the setting of linear algebra for any r dividing N. Then, applying
Corollary 2.6 with an r dividing D (in this case cr=ir), we compute $. Also,
once we know $, jr (and hence cr) for r dividing M is obtained by
Theorem 2.3.
When D=1, the situation is not as favorable for our linear algebra
setting as it is when D>1. Again, computing hr and ir causes no problem.
The author is not aware of how to compute cr (and hence jr) for a prime
r dividing N in our framework (except for the case when N is a prime as
in Proposition 2.8). However, if one cr is known to us (for example, from
[4]), then Theorem 2.3 can be used to compute $. Conversely, if $ is
known, then we can compute cr for all r by Theorem 2.3.
As far as actual computation is concerned, D. Kohel [10] (independent
from our work) implemented the T-module structure of the character
group Xr(J ) for r dividing M and computed hr among other things. Using
his data, the author computed ir based on Lemma 2.2. hr for r dividing D
is also obtained by Theorem 3.2(a). The author is not aware of any
systematic computation of ir (=cr) for r dividing D. However, some ad hoc
considerations as shown in the examples below allow us to determine ir
and hence $ for many examples.
In the rest of this paper, we consider the case when N= pq. Let
J=J0( pq) and J$=J pq0 (1). Consider optimal quotients J  E and J$  E$.
For r= p, q, we use $, cr , ir , jr , and hr for J  E and $$, c$r , i $r , j $r , and h$r
for J$  E$. The next two examples illuminate some of the results in
Sections 2 and 3. Names for E such as 57C refer to isogeny classes in [4].
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Examples
1. Let N=3 } 19, and consider E = 57C. We have h3=30, h19=12,
i3=5, and i19=1. Suppose we are given c3=10 from [4]. Then applying
Theorem 2.3 with r=3, we have $=(h3 i3)(c3 i3)=(305)(105)=12,
which is the same as the one given in [4]. By Theorem 3.2(a), we obtain
h$3=h19=12 and h$19=h3=30. Then applying Corollary 2.6 with r=3 and
r=19, we have $$=h$3 c$3=12c$3 and $$=h$19 c$19=30c$19 . Thus, we obtain
c$3 c$19=25. Looking at the table in [4], the only possibility is
c$3=2, c$19=5, and $$=6.
2. Let N=11 } 19, and consider E = 209A. We have h11=8, h19=12,
and i11=i19=1. Suppose we are given $=24 from [4]. By Theorem 2.3,
24=(81)(c11 1)=(121)(c19 1). Thus, c11=3 and c19=2, which match
data in [4]. Also, similar to Example 1, we obtain c$11=3, c$19=2, and
$$=4.
Some remarks are in order.
Remarks
1. The above two examples satisfy
cpcq=c$pc$q . (VV)
Using some ad hoc techniques, the author has checked the validity of (VV)
for pq<1000. Moreover, when q=2, 3, 5, 7, or 13, it is shown that (VV) is
equivalent to Statement 2.9 in Section 2, using some results in this paper.
2. In Example 1, we have j3=1. From [4], we see E[5] is reducible
(notice that 5 divides c3 but does not divide j3) and f57C f19A mod 5. On
the other hand, in Example 2, we have j11=3. In this case, E[3] is
reducible (notice that 3 divides j11) and f209A #f19A mod 3. These data are
consistent with Statement 2.10. Here f19A is the cusp form associated with
19A, which is the only normalized weight-2 cusp form of level 19.
3. Suppose (VV) is true. Moreover, assume that first we calculate c$p
(=i $p) and c$q (=i $q) by the method described in this section. Then, since
$=(hp ip)(cp ip) and $=(hq iq)(cqiq), we can compute $, cp , and cq in our
framework.
We end the paper with a table containing data for N= pq<100. Data
for cp , cq , and $ are from Cremona’s book. An V after a name for E
indicates that this isogeny class contains a unique element. Since i $r is equal
to c$r , this number is not listed in Table I.
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TABLE I
E p q E cp cq ip iq $ E$ c$p c$q $ $
14A 2 7 A1 6 3 6 3 1 A2 3 6 1
15A 3 5 A1 4 4 4 4 1 A1 4 4 1
21A 3 7 A1 4 2 4 2 1 A2 2 4 1
26A 2 13 A1 3 3 3 3 2 A1 3 3 2
26B 2 13 B1 7 1 7 1 2 B2 1 7 2
33A 3 11 A1 6 2 2 2 3 A1 6 2 1
34A 2 17 A1 6 1 3 1 2 A3 2 3 1
35A 5 7 A1 3 3 3 3 2 A1 3 3 2
38A 2 19 A1 9 3 3 3 6 A1 9 3 2
38B 2 19 B1 5 1 5 1 2 B2 1 5 2
39A 3 13 A1 2 2 2 2 2 A1 2 2 2
46A 2 23 A1 10 1 2 1 5 A2 5 2 1
51A 3 17 A1 3 1 3 1 2 A2 1 3 2
55A 5 11 A1 2 2 2 2 2 A1 2 2 2
57A* 3 19 A1 2 1 1 1 4 A1 2 1 2
57B 3 19 B1 2 2 2 2 3 B1 2 2 3
57C 3 19 C1 10 1 5 1 12 C2 2 5 6
58A* 2 29 A1 2 1 1 1 4 A1 2 1 2
58B 2 29 B1 10 1 5 1 4 B2 2 5 2
62A 2 31 A1 4 1 4 1 2 A3 1 4 2
65A 5 13 A1 1 1 1 1 2 A1 1 1 2
69A 3 23 A1 2 1 2 1 2 A2 1 2 2
77A* 7 11 A1 2 1 1 1 4 A1 2 1 2
77B 7 11 B1 6 3 3 3 20 B1 6 3 10
77C 7 11 C1 3 2 1 2 6 C2 6 1 2
82A 2 41 A1 2 1 1 1 4 A1 2 1 2
85A 5 17 A1 2 1 1 1 4 A1 2 1 2
91A* 7 13 A1 1 1 1 1 4 A1 1 1 4
91B 7 13 B1 1 1 1 1 4 B1 1 1 4
94A 2 47 A1 2 1 2 1 2 A2 1 2 2
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